2000 honda accord cluster lights

Kat leadfoot. My son, while tinkering with front marker light, shocked himself. Now no dash
lights, parking lights or tail lights. What is fastest solution to find problem. L Pfaff lpfaff1. Kat,
Recheck for blown 7. Other fuses to check driver side dash fuse box: Fuse 9 7. Thank you so
much. I had no idea there was a second fuse box on passenger side. Praise the Lord. Kat,
Happy I was able to assist and thanks for replying back, so few do and it is nice to know when
answer helps. Have a good day. First of all, forgive me, as I'm learning what I'm doing as I go. I
have an 01 Accord, and my instrument cluster has no lights, and I have no back lights. However,
my break lights, headlights, and blinkers work. I've replaced the multi switch, but the issue
persist. Manual says 7. The fuse is good. Hi, i changed fuse 10 on passenger side is labeled
"small lights", an then , the lights on panel works again, but aproximately 15 min, the fuse
breaks. I this moment I looking for the wiriing diagram, but i dont get good results. My car is
honda accord standar. Show 4 more comments. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Kat
leadfoot Rep: 71 2 2. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is
this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 5. On my Honda accord my tail lights work
but instrument lights don't. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen
Solution. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: I hope this helped you out, if so let me know by pressing the
helpful button. Was this answer helpful? Score Hello Jason did you find out want the problem
was? Having the same issue. Thank you!!! You save me a big headache. Score 0. Does that go
for 98 Honda Accord two I got no dashboard lights or interior or parking. L pfaff thank u so
much!!! Add your answer Kat will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Very easy. Time
Required. Suggest a time?? An awesome member of our community made this guide. It is not
managed by iFixit staff. You'll probably never need to diagnose an instrument light problem
with your car, but that doesn't mean you can't have fun performing this test. And knowing that
the gauges and lights are working is reassuring. If you want to show this to friends, be warned
that HID headlights service life can be reduced by turning them on and off needlessly. The bulbs
aren't cheap. I recommend pulling the fuses for them before doing this repeated. This procedure
involves turning on and off the headlights repeatedly, which which can reduce the HID
headlights' mean lifetime before failure. Refer to your Owners Manual for instructions, or an
iFixit guide. Some of the instrument lights will come on. If you aren't wearing your seatbelt, the
seatbelt warning chime will sound. If you removed the 15A headlight fuses from the under-hood
fuse box in step 1, reinstall them before driving. Cancel: I did not complete this guide. Badges:
This looks like the fix I may be looking for! What make or model vehicle is this? We have seen a
lot of the same issues plaguing GM brand gauge clusters. I replaced the stepper motors in a
Tahoe and added blue lights as well on a used board. Plugged it in and everything works but all
the prompts are in French and it looks like it added the mileage from the truck and replacement
board. Is there a way to flash replacement board over to the Tahoe? My colorado 4 door dash
lights went out driving one night about 2 weeks ago, it froze on whatever it was on. Shows I'm
going 45 miles an hour, also gauges for fuel and temperature are stuck to. Signals lights don't
light up either. They work, lights work, brake lights and backup lights work too. Fuses checked
out ok, I'm lost, cant figure it out. Please Help!!! Fix Your Stuff. Initiate the instrument cluster
self-test Written By: David Spalding and one other contributor. Difficulty Very easy. Steps 6.
Time Required Suggest a time?? Sections 1. Initiate the instrument cluster self-test 6 steps.
Flags 1. Member-Contributed Guide An awesome member of our community made this guide.
Introduction You'll probably never need to diagnose an instrument light problem with your car,
but that doesn't mean you can't have fun performing this test. Fuse Box Tool For removing the
headlight fuses optional. Available for sale on Amazon. Step 1 Save the headlights from
excessive use. Add a comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2 Starting the self test inputs. Step
3. Step 4. Step 5. Step 6 Final inputs, and here comes the show. Almost done! Finish Line.
You're Finished! Author with 1 other contributor. Make, model, and series is clearly identified on
this page. Load more comments. Single Step Full Guide. Small - px Medium - px Large - px. View
Statistics:. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more.
Add your complaint? The contact owns a Honda Accord. When the vehicle was started at night,
the instrument panel lighting did not illuminate. The lighting illuminated when the contact struck
the dashboard with his hand. The contact stated that the failure occurred for approximately
three years when the temperature was very hot at night. The vehicle was taken to arrowhead
Honda w bell rd, peoria, AZ , but was not diagnosed due to the cost. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic who determined that the instrument panel dimmer failed and needed
replacement. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was , Add Complaint. While driving approximately 65 mph, the
contact noticed that all of the gauges on the instrumental panel decreased to zero including the
engine speed, fuel level, water temperature, and trip odometer. The vehicle was taken to the
dealer who stated that the instrument cluster had failed and needed to be replaced. The contact

was awaiting a service appointment with the dealer since the parts were unavailable. The
current and failure mileage was 72, The contact stated that none of the lights on the instrument
panel are illuminated. The light on the instrument panel was not working when the vehicle was
purchased. The failure mileage was and the current mileage was Compare with diff gps,
highway milestones etc. The speedometer is not correct. I have asked and compare with other
Honda owners and they have noticed the same problem. While compare with gps speed and
speedometer on car, car's speedometer is running faster by 5 mph more. I understand from an
internal source, that it's a Honda dirty practice to convince customer that Honda provides better
mileage efficiency while comparing other cars. Can you look in to it, please? The contact owns
a Honda Accord LX. The interior lights on the dashboard are not illuminated. The contact stated
that the lights on the dashboard have malfunctioned since , but now the lights have shut off
entirely. The contact stated that the failure was identical to recall 04V The current mileage was ,
The failure mileage was , Dash light on instrument panel comes and goes darkening the entire
dashboard while driving at night. Vehicle was stopped at night by police on dark highway along
coastline road due to driving too slow creating a traffic hazard for others. Driver could not see
panel to gauge speed. The contact noticed that the tail lights were not illuminating on the
vehicle. The lighting on the license plate had also blown out and the instrument panel lights
would not illuminate. He replaced the lighting on the vehicle. The failure and current mileages
were less than , However, Honda claims my VIN is not included in the recall. I find it very odd
that I could be experiencing both of the recalls, but my car is excluded. I also have seen several
complaints all over the internet about the clearcoat on ''02 Honda's peeling. Honda is not
accepting responsibility for the defective clearcoat. Two years ago my dash lights would just
suddenly go out and then come back on, my SRS light stayed on as well. When I took it to the
dealership they reset my SRS light but told me nothing was wrong. Last year my dashlight
problem got worse and my SRS light continues to go on and off constantly. Took it back to the
dealer and they told me I need a new drivers side multiplex unit and that nothing is wrong with
my SRS. I have a 2dr V6 ex. I am not covered under this recall because I have a sunroof. The
contact stated that the instrument panel fails to illuminate. The vehicle was taken to auto zone
and no failure was found at that time. The vehicle was purchased from a private owner. The
failure and current mileages were 88, This complaint relates to car: Honda Accord LX 4 door
sedan 4-cyl. Current mileage: Approx. Comment: I saw that there is a recall for this dimmer
control for Honda Accord V6, but it is not there for V4 engine. SRS light stays on the dashboard.
Comment: It is related to a safety issue, meaning some problem with airbags. The contact
stated that the instrument panel light recall 04V is dimming. The keys can be removed from the
ignition recall 05V while the vehicle is in motion. The manufacturer stated that his vehicle is
excluded from the recall. The engine size was unknown. The current mileage is , and failure
mileage was 80, VIN 1hgcgxya0xxxxx experience sudden loss of instrument panel lighting,
automatic transmission selection indicator light, door and trunk open indicator light when
running light and headlight switch was turned on. This failure presents the same symptoms as a
recall for Accord with a V-6 engine but is outside the narrow scope of the Honda recall. Over the
past few years, my Honda Accord experienced electrical problems in the instrument panel on
the dashboard. The light would flicker off and on while driving during the night. Eventually that
flickering stopped and the whole interior light in the dashboard failed to illuminate. I took it in to
a certified ase auto mechanic and he said there was a safety recall on this particular issue and
to check my mail and files for any letters. I found a letter in my files dating back to July stating a
safety recall on Accord LX V6 models for the multiplex control unit in the dashboard had to be
replaced due to heat buildup and can cause accidents because the inside dashboard lights will
not illuminate. I took the car to the fairfax Honda dealer in Virginia and they could not honor my
recall because my VIN did not call for it. I spoke to a rep. Named andrea. After checking my files
more thoroughly, they confirmed my car was a Honda Accord ex V6. The recall was for a LX V6,
not a ex V6. The only difference is that the ex has a different trim then the LX, but the problem
was the same, due to heat build up the instrument panel may not display lights. This is very
dangerous for a driver and this problem needs to be addressed and resolved before someone
gets injured. Honda corporation should provide a workaround or take full responsibility of their
defect. We recommend avoiding this model year like the plague. The SRS warning light likes to
come on due to a defective seat belt sensor -- typically the driver's side. So how do you find out
what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. The contact owns a Honda Accord. While driving approximately 65 mph, the contact
noticed that all of the gauges on the instrumental panel decreased to zero including the engine
speed, fuel level, water temperature, and trip odometer. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who

stated that the instrument cluster had failed and needed to be replaced. The contact was
awaiting a service appointment with the dealer since the parts were unavailable. The current
and failure mileage was 72, The contact stated that none of the lights on the instrument panel
are illuminated. The light on the instrument panel was not working when the vehicle was
purchased. The failure mileage was and the current mileage was The contact owns a Honda
Accord LX. The interior lights on the dashboard are not illuminated. The contact stated that the
lights on the dashboard have malfunctioned since , but now the lights have shut off entirely.
The contact stated that the failure was identical to recall 04V The current mileage was , The
failure mileage was , Search CarComplaints. Dash light on instrument panel comes and goes
darkening the entire dashboard while driving at night. Vehicle was stopped at night by police on
dark highway along coastline road due to driving too slow creating a traffic hazard for others.
Driver could not see panel to gauge speed. However, Honda claims my VIN is not included in
the recall. I find it very odd that I could be experiencing both of the recalls, but my car is
excluded. I also have seen several complaints all over the internet about the clearcoat on ''02
Honda's peeling. Honda is not accepting responsibility for the defective clearcoat. Two years
ago my dash lights would just suddenly go out and then come back on, my SRS light stayed on
as well. When I took it to the dealership they reset my SRS light but told me nothing was wrong.
Last year my dashlight problem got worse and my SRS light continues to go on and off
constantly. Took it back to the dealer and they told me I need a new drivers side multiplex unit
and that nothing is wrong with my SRS. I have a 2dr V6 ex. I am not covered under this recall
because I have a sunroof. The contact stated that the instrument panel fails to illuminate. The
vehicle was taken to auto zone and no failure was found at that time. The vehicle was purchased
from a private owner. The failure and current mileages were 88, The contact stated that the
instrument panel light recall 04V is dimming. The keys can be removed from the ignition recall
05V while the vehicle is in motion. The manufacturer stated that his vehicle is excluded from the
recall. The engine size was unknown. The current mileage is , and failure mileage was 80, VIN
1hgcgxya0xxxxx experience sudden loss of instrument panel lighting, automatic transmission
selection indicator light, door and trunk open indicator light when running light and headlight
switch was turned on. This failure presents the same symptoms as a recall for Accord with a V-6
engine but is outside the narrow scope of the Honda recall. Over the past few years, my Honda
Accord experienced electrical problems in the instrument panel on the dashboard. The light
would flicker off and on while driving during the night. Eventually that flickering stopped and
the whole interior light in the dashboard failed to illuminate. I took it in to a certified ase auto
mechanic and he said there was a safety recall on this particular issue and to check my mail
and files for any letters. I found a letter in my files dating back to July stating a safety recall on
Accord LX V6 models for the multiplex control unit in the dashboard had to be replaced due to
heat buildup and can cause accidents because the inside dashboard lights will not illuminate. I
took the car to the fairfax Honda dealer in Virginia and they could not honor my recall because
my VIN did not call for it. I spoke to a rep. Named andrea. After checking my files more
thoroughly, they confirmed my car was a Honda Accord ex V6. The recall was for a LX V6, not a
ex V6. The only difference is that the ex has a different trim then the LX, but the problem was the
same, due to heat build up the instrument panel may not display lights. This is very dangerous
for a driver and this problem needs to be addressed and resolved before someone gets injured.
Honda corporation should provide a workaround or take full responsibility of their defect. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Currently
unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand: OES Genuine. This
fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Customers also viewed these products. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Fit Honda Accord LS. When determining if the new
light was working I found the light is on with the ignition not the driving lights. At first I thought
the bulb was defective because I was expecting it to come on with the driving. Then the sun
went down and the clock light was working. My car clock LED bulb died. I replace it with this
bulb and problem fix. Actually, the stars go to the seller as the part will work as long as it's not
deflected. It's depends on if the seller sells the reliable product. This one does at least in my

case,. My clock bulb burned out almost 2 years ago and I never care about it until it bugged me
so much couple months back. We were in a hurry and needed to find out what the time was. We
had to turn on the reading light in order to see the clock. This bulb is very easy to install, you
can find the instruction in YouTube. It took me 2 minutes. Now the clock is all bright and i am a
happy camper : The bulb is very small, be careful not to drop it when you install it. I recommend
this product highly! This tiny light fitted perfectly in the Honda Accord light socket. After
watching the instructions, on a video that I found on the internet, it was easy to remove the
clock from the dashboard and install the light. The illumination is good and it's nice to be able
to glance up and see the time again while driving at night. This light is meant to replace that of
the clock in Honda Accord models. Installation was a breeze and it works perfectly. Highly
recommend! Why deal with that?! Product arrived in hilariously over-sized packaging. Large
mailer box with a tiny plastic bag inside, and a tiny light bulb inside that! After I stopped
laughing, I installed it in my 98 Accord's dash clock. To my surprise, when I removed the
original bulb, it was blue. This replacement bulb is clear. It's been so long since that light
worked I can't remember what color the clock was, but I want to say it was a sort of amber color.
Now it's a slightly brighter and whiter amber color But it works! Hilariously tiny, smaller then a
dime.. Extremely easy to install with a quick youtube search. Now i can see what time it is when
driving at night! Works perfect. It does its job what more can I say about it, fits perfectly, no
1999 dodge ram seat
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issues as of yet. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
honda accord , interior clocks , dash clock , honda. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

